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Abstract 

 

The paper considers problems of interference and positive transfer when learning a second foreign 

language. The main focus is on the problem of the influence of native and first foreign languages on the 

second one. Language codes exist in the consciousness of a learner in the subordinate trilingualism relations 

when the first (native – Russian) language plays a dominant part in relation to the other two, with that the 

first foreign language (English) influences the second one (French), since they have a large quantity of 

similar structures. NL and FL 1 serve as a basis for transfer which can be both, positive and negative 

(interference). When teaching FL 2, a professor should take into account the way of transfer when using 

cognitive strategies in order to increase their effectiveness. A great part is played by the level of FL 1 

system’s formedness in the consciousness of a learner, because knowledge and skills, already acquired 

during learning, are transferred to the new language. At the phonetical level, interference is most frequent, 

which is connected with a lower articulating intensity of the Russian and English languages compared to 

French. In grammar and semantics, positive transfer is possible as well as negative one.  
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1. Introduction 

Within the last decades, researchers are particularly interested in methodological problems of 

teaching a second foreign language (FL 2) in secondary and higher education; this problem is covered in 

works of such authors as N.V. Baryshnikov, I.L. Bim, N.D. Galskova, I. I. Kitrosskaya, A.V. Schepilova. 

Great attention is paid to intensification and optimization of the process of learning FL 2 and when teaching 

foreign languages, communicative and multicultural competency start to prevail, the goal of which is a 

proper use of FL in a communicative situation (Almazova, Khalyapina & Popova, 2017). FL 2 overlays the 

already formed language systems in the consciousness of a learner, which allows using the same cognitive 

strategies, transferring skills and abilities, acquired during learning the first foreign language (FL 1). 

Observation, making assumptions, determination of the form and function of a language event are the basis 

of the cognitive orientation principle of the learning process (Baryshnikov, 2003). Cognitive strategies, 

used for that – comparison, generalization, systematization, mnemonics, etc. are applied according to a 

problem to solve.  

   

2. Problem Statement 

When learning FL 2, students actively use their linguistic and cognitive experience, first of all 

knowledge and skills of the native language (NL) and FL 1. Since NL is already mastered by the students, 

it is a primary source of transfer (Millrood & Maksimova, 2017). FL 2 and NL are in a state of co-activation 

of languages (Rankin, Grosso, & Reiterev, 2016). Transfer of knowledge, skills, and abilities from one 

language to another is one of the most frequent strategies when learning foreign languages. Transfer is a 

complex psycholinguistic phenomenon which, in the case of collision of two and more languages in one’s 

consciousness, allows applying already known skills and abilities in a new situation (Vetrova, 2011). The 

cognitive basis of transfer is universality of the person’s verbal ability. Transfer can not only be unconscious 

(happening spontaneously) but also conscious (when explaining and comparing language events of different 

languages) (Menezes, 2013, p. 405). On the other hand, FL 2 acquisition happens in the conditions of 

forming the subordinate trilingualism, i.e. one language (native) is learned in natural conditions and two 

foreign languages – in simulated conditions. NL is determinant in the situation of foreign language 

acquisition. FL 1 and FL 2 are studied in conditions that are not similar to the conditions of native language 

acquisition, which leads to transfer of paradigms of the first FL to the second one in all areas of speech and 

at all levels of the linguistic system of the new language (Bim, 2001). 

When learning FL 2, a comparative approach is used, since there are universal theoretical positions 

and common patterns of teaching the French language on the basis of English. Learning is built on a 

conscious-cognitive basis (Cyr, 1998). 

   

3. Research Questions 

During the process of forming one or another kind of speech activity, typical difficulties emerge, 

caused by positive transfer of language learning skills as well as by interference with a negative effect 

(Dubois, Kamber, & Skupien Dekens, 2014). Transfer is one of the most used cognitive strategies when 

studying FL 2. In such a case, the key part is played by the development of the FL 1 system in the 

consciousness of a learner. The higher its level, the more often a teacher applies their analytical abilities 
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and uses transfer at the level of educational skills and grammatical generalizations. It is also true for 

interference. The transfer is the result of interaction skills (Gural & Sorokina, 2012). There are three types 

of transfer: spontaneous intuitive transfer, controlled transfer (present when, having a tentative basis and 

comparison of similar events, spontaneous transfer does not occur), and controlled transfer with partial 

tentative basis (if transfer is done after creating a partial tentative basis of a speech act among learners). 

The affinity of language events often causes interference, in the case of which consentient aspects 

of an event hide their differences in the learner’s consciousness and cause deviations from language norms 

of FL 2. Such types of interference as orthographical, phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactical 

are the most frequent. Besides, wrong skills acquired while learning FL 1, are transferred to the second 

language. When studying FL 2, one should pay attention not to avoiding interference but to reinforcing 

positive transfer at various levels of the studied language. 

In the area of forming phonetical skills, significant interference should be noted while positive 

transfer is almost impossible. 

Phonetical interference, occurring in an intonation pattern, articulation, stress accentuation, is based 

on fundamental differences in phonetical systems of the Russian, English, and French languages 

(Shepilova, 2005). The main reasons of difficulties among learners are connected with  

1) different degree of the involvement of main articulatory means of a person (tongue, lower jaw, 

lips) and, therefore, specific qualities of the articulation tension distribution; 

2) presence / absence of a phonemic attribute and different degree of its specialization in different 

languages; 

3)  articulation intensity and movements variation. 

 Low mobility of speech apparatus and, in consequence of this, low articulation intensity is typical 

for those who study the French language after Russian and English. Such a characteristic is a consequence 

of articulation skills formed when learning NL and FL 1 not distinguished for great variation of articulation 

movements.  

The main interfering language in articulation of phonemes is the Russian language. Underestimation 

and overestimation of phonemic attributes of the French language are reasons for many difficulties of 

learners. For example, difficulties in teaching pronunciation of open [ε] and closed [e] in the French 

language happen due to undervaluation of the tongue lift attribute in the French language. 

A great difficulty is learning how to pronounce French nasals because of the absence of modality as 

a listening principle in the Russian language. Overvaluation of palatalization, which happens due to NL, 

leads to mistakes in pronouncing of consonants.  

Reduction of vowels, a characteristic feature of phonetical systems of the Russian and English 

languages, causes the habit to reduce French unstressed vowels.   

Phonetical interference occurs, e.g. in tense pronouncing sound [u], as well as pronouncing sound 

[у] with preceding semivowel [j] as in the English language. In its basis, it has a mixture of phonemic 

attributes and leads to formation of allophones in pronunciation of a speaker. By the presence of such 

specific allophones, it can be determined which of the two foreign languages is a recipient and which is a 

donator. Such an allophone, for example, is pronouncing French [t] with English aspiration. 
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The influence of the English language on teaching French pronunciation is mostly connected with a 

different character of the articulation tension distribution (Robert, 2008, p. 18). 

In the French language, sounds made with the front part of speech apparatus prevail, because in its 

factual structure, a great part is played by labialization of vowels and consonants.  

In the English language, back vowels prevail. In the Russian speech, mid vowels are more often and 

consonants tend to be front. 

Interference in the French language as FL 2 when vowels are pronounced deeper than they should 

is explained by the formed pronouncing skills when learning the English language.  

The influence of NL occurs greatly when learning tempo, rhythm, and methodology of speech. This 

type of interference with the native language is notable for its stability. 

Learners have difficulty dividing a phrase into rhythm groups, putting stress on every word, while 

in the French language the stress is put on the last syllable of the last word of a rhythm group. Phonetical 

means which create the impression of stress also differ: in the French language, the key role is played by 

the pitch of tone and in Russian – by the length of a stressed vowel. As a result, a learner does not make 

correct rises and falls of spoken pitch in complex sentences and cannot achieve fluidity of speech, which is 

promoted by linking in the French language.  

In the field of stress, the negative influence of the English language can be noted in words – 

phonetical equivalents: possible – possible; second – second; moment – moment; difference – différence; 

development – développement. 

To overcome the influence of NL and FL 1, one should use imitation, multiple trainings, and 

repetition; authentic sources are preferable. 

Interference of FL 1 is reflected in forming the orthographical skill, it is typically the words, spelling 

of which is similar in the English and French languages (Robert, 2016, p. 111). Typical mistakes are: 

omission of –е at the end of words, putting у instead of i (économie - economy), omission of u in the words 

ending with –geur, –teur (voyager - voyageur). 

In grammar, both positive and negative transfer (interference) are possible. The direction of transfer 

primarily depends on the level of forming a grammatical structure. The French language is classified as 

analytical (just as English): it has complex grammatical structures; grammatical categories and relations 

manifest themselves beyond a word and the word itself does not change and only expresses an abstract 

notion (table, parler) and becomes actual in speech with the help of linking to other words in a sentence. 

Grammatical interference occurs as an uncharacteristic word order for the give language. Here, a transfer 

of skills of composing certain kind of sentences from FL 1 to FL 2 (from English to French). 

At the level of morphemes, deviations from norm, found in speech, are caused by category features 

deviances of parts of speech and often occur under the influence of the corresponding categories of the 

interfering language. 

The Russian language can cause mistakes related to assigning gender qualities of NL to the French 

noun. An example of morphological interference is also using incorrect prepositions after a verb similarly 

to Russian: instead of the correct influencer qn – to influence somebody - influencer sur qn, instead of aider 

qn à faire qch – aider à qn. 
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Many cases of incorrect use of prepositions and articles, especially at the beginning of education, 

are explained by such interference. In comparison with the English language, the system of French articles 

is more developed and is completely absent in Russian. Thus, great difficulties are found in using correctly 

prepositions à, sur, dans in the expressions: “dans la rue” “à la gare”. Here, the influence of both the English 

and the Russian languages has its effect: «на улице, на вокзале» - in Russian: “in the street, at the station” 

- in English. 

Speaking of positive and negative transfer in syntax, one should divide different stages of speech 

act formation on the basis of inner speech (Koltsova & Kartashkova, 2018) and, in this connection, different 

levels of forming a grammatical structure. 

At the stage of programming an utterance, there is a complex process of forming predicative 

categories in which NL and FL 1 are involved. Visions of features and categories of FL 2, not formed at 

the early stage of learning, identifying facts of the native and foreign languages lead to interference with 

the native language. Thus, at the concept level of an utterance, interference has the grammar of NL in its 

basis. The phenomenon of positive transfer basing on the English language can be used by a teacher in the 

case of absence one or another grammatical category in the Russian language, e.g. when explaining tense 

form plus – que – parfait. 

At the level of realization of a speech act, transfer can occur from both the Russian and English 

languages. 

For example, when constructing a conditional sentence the Russian language has an interfering 

influence. The sequence of tenses rule in this type of complex sentences is difficult to grasp due to using a 

future tense in the Russian conditional clause: «если у меня будет время» is incorrectly translated as “si 

j’aurai le temps”. 

The adjective preposition relative to a main noun in NL and FL 1 is also a cause to significant 

difficulties and mistakes among learners.  

The sequence of tenses notion and the match of main rules is the source of positive transfer from the 

English language. Thus, a teacher’s knowledge of analogies and differences in grammatical structures of 

interacting languages is the basis for his or her actions on preventing possible interference or forming a 

setting for positive transfer (Vetrova, 2011, p.76).  

To overcome grammatical interference, great attention should be payed to comparing language 

systems, pointing out grammatical features of the given language for a learner. At more advanced stages of 

education, the so-called “linguistic intuition” emerges, when structures of FL 2 has already formed a certain 

system in the learner’s consciousness. 

In lexis and semantics, there are several kinds of positive transfer and interference. The reason for 

semantical interference lies in the fact that phenomena known to a speaker are reflected in the new language 

in a different way compared to the already learned languages. In this connection, interference manifests 

itself in assigning equivalent’s characteristics from the already known language to a word of the new one. 

A French word is often directly connected with a Russian or English equivalent in the speaker’s 

consciousness and used with a deviance of its semantic slot, translated “literally”: “je visiterai mes amis”; 

“je me suis lié avec le Directeur”. 
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Since a lexical item of NL is directly connected with a notion, a FL 2 teacher more often deals with 

semantical interference from NL, although the influence of FL 1 should not be excluded.  

Some lexical items of the studied languages have similar phonological and orthographical features, 

which makes positive transfer as well as interference possible. To reduce the influence of NL and FL 1, one 

should draw attention of learners to specific cases of using lexemes, form word-forming models among 

learners, introduce vocabulary according to different attributes, focus on synonymous expressions, and 

create semantic fields (Benayoun, 2008). 

In the area of positive transfer in teaching such kind of vocabulary, the English language prevails. 

(Kochurova, 2011). A share of positive transfer connected with visual comprehension and recognition of 

French words is insignificant. However, this “similarity” of lexemes is also a source of negative influence 

occurring in extension of narrowing of the lexical item’s meaning in the donator-language: lecture (reading) 

and lecture (oral presentation, the meaning absent in the French language); large (wide) and English 

adjective large (big), or “intélligent – intelligent – интеллигентный”  

Interference with the English language is significant at the initial stage. The lack of lexical means in 

the French language leads to the transfer of words to FL 2 from English with the corresponding phonetical 

adaptation. 

In word-formation, the matrix is the English language. In this area, the interference phenomenon 

should be mentioned, occurring in adding English affixes to lexemes of the studied language as well as in 

copying word combinations models of the already known language, for example: “il est froid”, “il est 

chaud” instead of “il fait froid”, “il fait chaud”. 

   

4. Purpose of the Study 

The goal of this paper is to consider language phenomena of transfer and interference when teaching 

FL 2, determining primary trends in using transfer and interference, which will allow reducing their 

negative effect and increasing the effectiveness of cognitive strategies. 

  

5. Research Methods 

The comparative approach was used during writing of this paper. 

   

6. Findings 

Thus, language interference and transfer are phenomena that mean adaptation of norms of one 

language to norms of another while studying it. It is connected with psycholinguistic properties of mastering 

a foreign language and the basis is having a unified system of linguistic concepts in the learner’s 

consciousness, in which several “language codes” combine. The most influential is NL, then FL 1, this 

creates the basis for interference and transfer. 

   

7. Conclusion 

Reduction in language interference and rational use of transfer when teaching FL 2 is a complicated 

and complex problem which should be successfully solved during the whole course of study as well as in 

the process of learners’ self-study. Analyzing equivalents and differences in systems of the interacting 
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languages by a teacher allows forecasting possible directions of transfer, determining its conscious or 

unconscious nature, and relying on these comparisons when explaining new phenomena of the second 

studied language. 
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